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A bankruptcy court may “equitably subordinate” the claim of one creditor to the 

claim of one or more other creditors under certain circumstances.  It is an equitable 

remedy to permit a court to remedy a creditor’s “bad acts” by moving the claim to the 

“back of the line” of payment priority.  Equitable subordination is remedial and not 

penal; a claim will be subordinated only to the extent necessary to offset the harm caused 

by the inequitable conduct.   

 

To equitably subordinate a creditor’s claim, the party seeking subordination must 

show: (1) that the claimant to be subordinated engaged in inequitable conduct; (2) that the 

inequitable conduct either gave that creditor some unfair advantage or unfairly harmed 

another creditor; and (3) that equitable subordination is not inconsistent with bankruptcy 

law.  In practice, use of the remedy will be restricted to where there is a showing of: (1) 

fraud, illegality, or breach of fiduciary duty; (2) under-capitalization; or (3) control or use 

of the debtor as an alter ego for the benefit of the claimant. 

 

While a court may subordinate any claim of any creditor, in practice bankruptcy 

courts have applied different levels of scrutiny to the claims of insiders (which include 

officers, directors, majority shareholders, and other people who are in control of the 

debtor) versus claims held by third parties.  It is generally far harder to subordinate the 

claims of a third party than it is the claims of an insider.  Claims of insiders can subject to 

significant scrutiny and after an initial showing by the party seeking subordination that 

subordination may be appropriate, the insider must prove the good faith and intrinsic 

fairness of the insider’s actions.   

 


